Abstract
This paper formalizes the use of identifiers for the identification of dictionary entries.

Identifiers Identical to Strings
Throughout this paper, strings and identifiers will denote a row of characters and a count. Character rows of strings consist of exactly 'count' characters, whereas character rows of identifiers might contain fewer characters (cf. older FORTH versions that used only the first three characters of a word for the identifier in the headers).

Whenever a word of a program is read, the FORTH compiler converts it to a string. Then FORTH searches among the identifiers of the headers in the dictionary for a 'hit'. The criterion for a string to be a hit for an identifier is:
1. The character rows of the string and the identifier must be identical.
2. The counts of the string and the identifier must be equal.

When condition 1 is met, condition 2 is also met, but other kinds of identifiers can exist that require an analogous condition that is nontrivial. We will define different kinds of identifiers and we will divide the headers into two groups according to the differences between their identifiers. The following is a generalization of the 'whatever' technique discussed in [JOOS82].

When we want to use printable characters we have to know the 'value' of their internal representation (e.g. ASCII). We also want to be able to manipulate characters directly from FORTH. Let us define the definition '& ' to identify the ASCII value of the character following the '& ' character, i.e., '&A' pushes 65 (decimal) on the stack. We could construct an entry in the dictionary for every ASCII character, but then we would be very generous with memory. It would be handy to have only one entry in the dictionary (viz. for '&'). The problem is how to find the identifier of definition '& ' when we read the string '&A' or '&B'.

To do this we use a new type of identifier. We construct a dictionary entry for the definition '& ' that will have an identifier consisting of character row '& ' and count 2. We will denote this identifier as '& ' (the ' ' character stands for any character that can be used within an identifier). The criterion for a string to be a hit for this identifier is:
1. The character row of the string must start with '& '.
2. The count of the string must be 2.

Conditions 1 and 2 mean that '& ' must be followed by exactly one character. Note that the count (=2) is larger than the number of characters in the character row (=1). This implies that this kind of identifier is not compatible with strings whose character rows contain exactly N number of characters (where N = count).
We define a file system (cf. [JOOS81]) to have commands of type:

\[ <\text{FILE-COMMAND}> \quad <\text{SYSTEM-ATTRIBUTE}>::<\text{FILENAME}> \]

These two commands should cause the execution of the definition \( <\text{FILE-COMMAND}> \) on the file \( <\text{FILENAME}> \), which is to be found on device \( <\text{SYSTEM-ATTRIBUTE}> \). As in the case of \#'\&', we do not know in advance what string will follow after \( <\text{SYSTEM-ATTRIBUTE}>:: \). As above, we define one entry in the dictionary for the definition \( <\text{SYSTEM-ATTRIBUTE}>:: \). But, what value should the count of the identifier of this definition have? We do not know the length of the identifier \( <\text{FILENAME}> \) in advance; we only know its minimum length (one character) and its maximum length (implementation dependent). To solve this problem we use the following criterion for a string to be a hit for this identifier:

1. The character row of the string must start with the character row of the identifier (i.e. with \( <\text{SYSTEM-ATTRIBUTE}>:: \)).
2. \((\text{count of string}) \geq (\text{length of } <\text{SYSTEM-ATTRIBUTE}>:: + 1)\).

Conditions 1 and 2 mean that \( <\text{SYSTEM-ATTRIBUTE}>:: \) must be followed by at least one character; the generalization of the conditions is obvious. Condition 2 means that the count does not fully matter. We see that this kind of identifier is also incompatible with strings.

Thus there are four possible kinds of headers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>count =</th>
<th>count &gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>length of character row</td>
<td>length of character row</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remarks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 test</td>
<td>6 test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 TEST</td>
<td>6 TEST**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 test</td>
<td>6 test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N+4 TEST*, \ldots *</td>
<td>N+6 TEST***, \ldots *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCHARS</td>
<td>NCHARS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where:
- * denotes any printable character.
- lowercase words denote the identifiers in the headers.
- uppercase words denote the strings we are searching with.

The case that count \(<\text{length of the character row}\) is not meaningful as it means that we have more characters in the character row than we check for.

The headers whose identifiers are compatible with strings, (i.e., the identifiers with: 'count does matter' and count = \#chars) will be called Normal headers. All the others will be called Special headers. The reason to call them Normal and Special, is that the majority of the headers will be of the first kind.

The implementation of Special headers does not need to afflict the dictionary structure. It will only require a generalization of the routine comparing identifiers in headers with the strings with which we are searching. This routine must react upon the above mentioned properties of the headers, which means that headers have to contain information to mark the different properties. Two bits per header will suffice for this. Note that this is an extension of the fact that the property precedence is stored in the headers (usual Forth implementations).
For most headers count does matter, so we will implement the assignment of this property analogously to the precedence property. That is, for all headers count does matter, except when the routine COUNT.NOCARE is used analogously to the routine IMMEDIATE. The count=#chars property can be assigned by means of assignments to the user-accessible value WIDTH, denoting the maximum number of characters to be stored in the character rows of identifiers.

Special and Normal headers can be mixed freely in the dictionary. Note however, that an identifier having character row ‘A’ whose count does not fully matter, redefines all the previously defined routines whose identifiers start with a ‘A’.

Conclusions
Special headers give a lot of memory saving as each of them represents a whose class of identifiers.

Implementation of special headers causes some time overhead for the searching routine because of the generalized comparison routine that is to be used.

Allocation of a status in the header offers the possibility to select headers on a number of criteria. This is useful to expand the system’s possibilities.
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